Antioxidant Carbon Particles Improve Cerebrovascular Dysfunction Following Traumatic Brain Injury
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Abstract

Injury to the neurovasculature is a feature of brain injury and must be addressed to maximize opportunity for improvement. Cerebrovascular dysfunction, manifested by reduction in cerebral blood flow (CBF), is a key factor that worsens outcome after traumatic brain injury (TBI), most notably under conditions of hypotension. We report here that a new class of antioxidants, poly(ethylene glycol)-functionalized hydrophilic carbon clusters (PEG-HCCs), which are nontoxic carbon particles, rapidly restore CBF in a mild TBI/hypotension/resuscitation rat model when administered during resuscitation—a clinically relevant time point. Along with restoration of CBF, there is a concomitant normalization of superoxide and nitric oxide levels. Given the role of poor CBF in determining outcome, this finding is of major importance for improving patient health under clinically relevant conditions during resuscitative care and it has direct implications for the current TBI/hypotension war-fighter victims in the Afghanistan and Middle East theaters. The results also have relevancy in other related acute circumstances such as stroke and organ transplantation.
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The neurovascular unit, composed of neuronal and non-neuronal cells such as vascular cells, comprise an integrated network responsible for important physiological functions in the brain including regulation of blood flow.\(^1\) The brain has a high metabolic demand that is met by maintenance of cerebral blood flow (CBF) even under conditions of altered systemic blood pressure, a process termed cerebral autoregulation.\(^2\) It is achieved by the ability of the brain vasculature to dilate in the face of low blood pressure and constrict during increased blood pressure in order to maintain its perfusion within physiological range. Loss of autoregulation can expose the brain to hypoperfusion during low blood pressure (hypotension) and to excess blood flow and potentially bleeding during high blood pressure (hypertension). Dysfunction of the neurovascular unit is recognized as a major determinant of patient outcome after brain injury, and it has been hypothesized that therapies that do not address that dysfunction are unlikely to promote recovery.\(^1\) In the case of traumatic brain injury (TBI), damage to the neurovascular unit is manifested under conditions of abnormally low blood pressure, known as hypotension, by loss of cerebral autoregulation and poor restoration of blood flow even after treatment with fluids to increase blood pressure (resuscitation).\(^3\) Loss of autoregulation and poor reperfusion contribute to the clinical finding that TBI with a secondary insult of hypotension predicts poor outcome.\(^4\) This poor outcome is seen even when the brain injury is classified as mild TBI, more commonly known as a concussion. Elevated levels of reactive oxygen species (ROS) such as superoxide (SO)\(^5\),\(^6\) are found in the vasculature and have been shown to mediate loss of autoregulatory tone. Along with spikes of ROS following trauma, continued damaging spikes in the level of ROS are observed upon subsequent blood reinfusion during resuscitation;\(^7\) hence, in an effort to stabilize the patient, furtherance of oxidative damage ensues.\(^8\),\(^9\) However, blood reinfusion also provides an opportunity to intervene at a clinically realistic time point.

A variety of functionalized carbon materials such as single-walled carbon nanotubes, multi-walled carbon nanotubes, graphene, fullerenes, and/or their derivatives have been studied for the treatment of many diseases, including cancer,\(^10\)-\(^12\) arthritis,\(^13\)-\(^15\) inflammation,\(^16\) and neurodegenerative\(^17\)-\(^19\) diseases. In this report we demonstrate that poly(ethylene glycol)-functionalized hydrophilic carbon clusters (PEG-HCCs), which are nontoxic carbon particles, rapidly restore cerebral blood flow (CBF) in a TBI/hypotension/resuscitation rat model when administered during resuscitation. Remarkably, along with restoration of CBF, there is a concomitant normalization of both SO and the vasodilator, nitric oxide (NO), levels.

There are currently no antioxidants, including PEG-superoxide dismutase (PEG-SOD) and tirilizad, which have improved patient outcome following TBI.\(^20\) One reason for the lack of effectiveness could be due to the mechanism by which antioxidants trap radicals. Many of these agents modify the radical and depend on the presence of additional detoxifying molecules, such as catalase or glutathione to regenerate the antioxidant.\(^20\) Unfortunately, in the toxic post-injury environment, these downstream molecules are depleted and cannot sufficiently detoxify the damaging radicals. Other agents, such as Vitamin E, are insufficiently regenerated in the face of rising levels of oxidative radicals.\(^21\) While it is probably not possible to administer therapy in time to avert the initial instantaneous spike in ROS following TBI, it should be possible to include an antioxidant at the time of resuscitation and reperfusion to avert the subsequent waves of damaging ROS and their
damaging cascades. Therefore, a useful clinical agent would need to act rapidly in vivo following the release of the ROS, have high capacity for radical annihilation where there is no need for complementary detoxifying molecules, and it should be effective at a clinically realistic time point such as during the resuscitation.

Particle-based systems are an emerging class of antioxidants with potential advantages over currently available antioxidants due to the possibility that they can fully quench radicals without the need for assistance from other detoxifying molecules, as in the case of superoxide dismutase, for example. HCCs are chemically cut carbon materials, 30- to 40-nm-long and 2-to 3-nm wide, possessing both graphitic and oxidized domains, the latter being the addend locations for PEGylation via amide linkages. PEG-HCCs are in vitro antioxidants and they can also be non-covalently loaded with hydrophobic drugs for in vivo delivery. PEG-HCCs have the hydrodynamic volume of a moderately sized protein; hence, they are diminutive. Dynamic light scattering (DLS) measurements indicate that they are 50 nm in size at neutral pH. Preliminary studies that used histological analysis of major organs along with hematology measurements demonstrated that the PEG-HCCs have no acute toxicity, and a biodistribution study indicated that they were primarily cleared through the kidneys with a blood half-life of 2 to 3 h. Finally, PEG-HCCs are room-temperature stable for months, biocompatible with cultured brain endothelial cells (bEnd.3), and they can be targeted with monoclonal antibodies, such as P-selectin, to specific cellular locations on tissue of interest.

It is conjectured that PEG-HCCs’ graphitic structural domains cause them to be antioxidants by radical annihilation (Figure 1) rather than by radical transfer to a less reactive radical form as is required for most other antioxidants. Thus, PEG-HCCs can detoxify many radicals at each of their graphitic domains, as demonstrated by our previous finding that PEG-HCCs are potent antioxidants after generation of SO, one of the damaging ROS overproduced during TBI. It is thus possible that in vivo the PEG-HCCs can annihilate toxic ROS during periods of trauma when other antioxidants are overwhelmed due to a lack of supporting detoxifying molecules. Hence, PEG-HCCs alone may function as effective antioxidants and have sufficient capacity for radical annihilation to be used therapeutically during periods of intense ROS generation. These multifaceted properties suggest that the PEG-HCCs could be exciting constructs for clinical evaluation.

Results

First, by confocal microscopy studies, we confirmed that the PEG-HCCs are rapidly internalized by murine brain endothelial (b.End3) cells (Methods and Figure S1-S3). Brain endothelial cells were chosen because, as discussed, the vasculature is a major and potentially treatable injury in the TBI and secondary injury paradigm that results in loss of autoregulation. A series of in vitro studies showed that when oxidative stress was induced in b.End.3 cells by treatment with the mitochondrial toxin, antimycin A, the intracellular oxidative stress could be reduced in a dose-dependent manner by treatment with PEG-HCCs. Antimycin A blocks electron flow through complex III of the mitochondrial electron transport chain that results in the formation of SO. The amount of oxidative radical expression was measured as a proportion of dihydroethidium (DHE) fluorescence. PEG-HCC treatment was effective even 10 min after toxin exposure, while neither PEG-SOD nor the small molecule antioxidant, phenyl-α-tert-butyl nitro (PBN) was effective in the post-toxin-treated cells. The latter two traditional antioxidants were only effective pre-toxin exposure, and then only at a 10 to 30× higher dose (Figure 2A). Furthermore, at higher doses of antimycin A where significant cell death could be induced, post-treatment with PEG-HCCs was able to restore cell viability to more than 65% of baseline. Conversely, no protective effect from post-treatment with either PEGSOD or PBN
could be observed (Figure 2B). These studies underscore the efficacy of the PEGHCCs to annihilate ROS that would otherwise have resulted in cell death; the poor performance of conventional antioxidants is also noted.

Furthermore, it was found that PEG-HCCs are selective antioxidants as additional *in vitro* experiments in bEnd.3 cells indicated that the PEG-HCCs do not quench NO sensitive fluorescence of diaminofluorescein diacetate (DAF-2DA) associated with spontaneous NO release from these cells (Figures S4-S5). This may be significant for eventual clinical efficacy since physiological levels of NO are essential for many processes, including blood vessel dilation and autoregulation. An effective antioxidant treatment for TBI must annihilate toxic species such as SO without impairing the normal levels and functions of NO.

PEG-HCCs were next evaluated *in vivo*. The TBI model used here is intended to mimic the common clinical situation in which TBI is accompanied by a systemic injury resulting in hypotension (low blood pressure). There is minimal evidence of either behavioral or histological injury with either TBI or hypotension alone, but with the superimposition of hemorrhagic hypotension and subsequent resuscitation, there is marked expansion of lesion size and behavioral impairment (Figure S6). Reperfusion CBF was reduced in proportion to the increase in injury, supporting the hypothesis that this is primarily a vasculature injury. The loss of autoregulation and poor reperfusion originating in the brain endothelium contribute to injury even in the setting of mild TBI. This highlights that while the blood-brain barrier becomes compromised following mild TBI potentially allowing access of agents such as PEG-HCCs to the brain itself, the major treatable injury in the TBI and secondary injury paradigm is to the brain vasculature manifested by loss of CBF and poor reperfusion.

Using this TBI/hypotension/resuscitation rat model, treatment was chosen to simulate a typical case in the field: 50 min after controlled cortical impact TBI and loss of blood, lactated Ringers solution was administered in an ambulance “prehospital” phase, then after further delay of 30 min, definitive “hospital” care consisted of therapy administration, oxygenation and blood infusion. The model is outlined in the Injury Model Table 1 and described as follows: In Phase 1, Long Evans rats (250 to 300 g) underwent sham injury or mild cortical compression injury TBI (3 m/s, 2.5 mm deformation, Table S1) to one hemisphere of the brain. Sham animals underwent identical surgical preparation as the TBI group except they did not receive the cortical impact used to produce mild TBI. Both sham and mild TBI animals had hemorrhagic hypotension produced by controlled blood withdrawal to reach a mean arterial blood pressure (MAP) of 40 mm Hg in a decelerating protocol to mimic trauma blood loss. In order to simulate field resuscitation and ambulance transport (Phase 2), the rats received intravenous (i.v.) lactated Ringer’s solution for initial resuscitation. Then hospital care (Phase 3) was simulated by administering a single dose of PEG-HCCs (2 mg/kg) or a diluent vehicle, phosphate buffered saline (PBS), via a 5 min i.v. tail vein administration. This was followed by oxygenation and blood reinfusion. Beginning with Phase 4, there was extensive physiological monitoring included MAP, arterial blood gases, intracranial pressure and non-invasive spatial brain perfusion using laser Doppler flowmetry (LDF, Periscan).

**Results and Discussion**

Remarkably, PEG-HCCs restored cerebral perfusion and normalized the oxidative radical profile. Rats received a single dose of PEG-HCCs (2 mg/kg) or PBS at the beginning of the blood resuscitation (Phase 3). CBF was measured for 6 h from the brain surface with LDF (Phases 3 and 4). Just before the 6 h mark, rats were injected with dyes for SO (DHE) and
NO (DAF-2DA) detection, and perfusion fixed. Systemic injection of these dyes and a short circulation time was able to identify vascular expression of these radicals since the dyes are concentrated in the vasculature with less chance of diffusion into the brain parenchyma. LDF-relative CBF (rCBF) is shown in the series of Figures 3A-C. Figure 3A illustrates changes in rCBF in the region of the traumatic injury. Hypotension following TBI significantly reduced rCBF. In the vehicle-treated TBI group, rCBF was only partially restored by reinfusion of shed blood while rCBF returned rapidly to baseline levels following administration of the PEG-HCCs and blood. The duration of the PEG-HCC effect was from 2 to 3 h, at which time both groups showed a decline in rCBF; this duration of treatment effect is consistent with the 2 to 3 h blood half-life of PEG-HCCs and also consistent with the prolonged anesthesia time. Figure 3B shows a qualitatively similar effect in the peri-traumatic region (region around the injury), with rCBF returning to baseline in the PEG-HCC-treated group, while remaining depressed in the vehicle-treated group. No effect on rCBF of either group in the contralateral cortex (Figure 3C) indicates that the outcomes seen in the lesion and peri-lesional regions were not artifactual and were specific for injured areas. Additional experiments in a model to simulate linear flow show that there was no effect of PEG-HCCs on the LDF signal used to measure CBF, nor did the PEGHCCs influence systemic blood pressure or physiological variables (Figure S7, Table S2). These results demonstrated that in a model of TBI/hypotension/resuscitation, the PEG-HCCs rapidly restore the cerebral perfusion and that the PEG-HCCs were directly improving CBF in the injured area.

We next determined whether treatment was able to modify the hypothesized targets, SO while restoring NO. The injection of PEG-HCC antioxidants significantly reduced SO levels in the vasculature (Figures 4A-C), underscoring that this is primarily a vasculature injury. Concomitantly, treatment with PEG-HCCs completely restores vascular NO levels (Figures 4D F). This duality of modes in the resuscitative phase of treatment, specifically decreasing SO and normalizing NO, is highly unusual in such injury models.

Conclusions

Non-toxic PEG-HCCs are inherently active particle-based drugs that have efficacy at the critical neurovascular unit, restoring CBF after a mild TBI. Since reduction in CBF following even mild TBI is a major cause of poor outcome, the results shown for restoring CBF while normalizing SO and NO levels primarily in the cerebral vasculature are suggestive of a treatment that could vastly improve the recovery and long-term neurological prognosis for traumatized patients, and it has implications for other acute disorders such as stroke in which reperfusion-based ROS release is associated with extension and propagation of injury.

Methods

PEG-HCCs were prepared as previously described. These particles are soluble in water and PBS. Optical spectrum (Figure S8A), thermogravimetric analysis (TGA, Figure S8B), and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS, Figure S8C) measurements were consistent with the previously reported characterization of these materials. According to the TGA, the PEG-HCCs used in the current studies were 84% PEG by weight.

DAF-2DA staining in bEnd.3 cells: bEnd.3 cells (ATCC) were grown in Dulbecco's modified Eagle's medium (4 mM L-glutamine adjusted to contain 1.5 g/L sodium bicarbonate and 4.5 g/L glucose, 90%; fetal bovine serum, 10% (Atlanta Biological) in an incubator set to 37 °C with 5% CO₂. Aliquots of 60,000 cells in 0.5 mL were added directly onto sterile 25 mm round cover glasses inside 6 well plates. The cells were allowed to attach
for 15 min after which an additional 1.5 mL of media was added and then the cells were placed in an incubator and allowed to grow for 48 h. PEG-HCCs were added to each well to obtain the following concentrations: 0 mg/L, 0.1 mg/L, 1 mg/L, 10 mg/L, 20 mg/L and 30 mg/L (triplicate). The cells were incubated for 1 h with the specific PEG-HCC concentrations after which DAF-2DA at a final concentration of 5 mM was added to each well and incubated for an additional 5 min. The cells were then washed 3x with PBS and fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde for 15 min. The cells were washed 3x with PBS and then the cover glasses were attached to glass slides and coverslipped. A Nikon eclipse 80i microscope set to FITC was used to capture ten 40X fields per slide. Five cells from each 40X field were analyzed using NIS Elements software. An auto detect region of interest (ROI) function was used to select the cells and calculate their mean intensity and area. The intensity/area/exposure was calculated. An ANOVA was performed using the means followed by post tests using the Bonferroni method.

Confocal microscopy showed that the PEG-HCCs were taken up by the endothelial cells (Figure 1S and 3S). Staining against the PEG for the mock (Figure 1S-B) and PEG (Figure 1S-E) treated cells showed similar low intensity signals, indicating that uptake was dependent on the presence of carbon particles but not the PEG. The experiment was set as follows: bEnd.3 cells (~50,000/well, passage less than 30 times) were grown on coverslips placed in 6-well plates with 5 mL of complete media (high glucose Dulbecco's modified Eagle's medium (Gibco) formulated to contain 4 mM L-glutamine, 3.7 g/L sodium bicarbonate, 4.5 g/L D-glucose, 1 mM sodium pyruvate, 90%; fetal bovine serum, 10%; 1x pen-strep). Cells were later treated with 5 mL of complete medium in a 1:1 mixture with water (Mock treatment), a solution of PEG in water, or a solution of PEG-HCCs in water. The final concentration of the PEG and PEG-HCCs in the treatment solution was 4 mg/L. Cells were incubated at 37 °C with 5% CO₂ for 5.5 h. The cells were then washed with ice cold PBS, then a solution of glycine (50 mM)/NaCl (100 mM), followed again by ice cold PBS in order to remove the carbon particles that are weakly attached to the membrane. Cells were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde, then cell membranes were stained with Wheat Germ Agglutinin 594 before being permeabilized with PBT (PBS containing 0.1% Triton X-100), blocked with 5% BSA in PBT, and immunostained with a primary antibody against PEG (Epitomics, PEG Rabbit Monoclonal Antibody, RabMAb® #: 2061-1) and an Alexa-633 conjugated secondary antibody, with DAPI used as a nuclear counterstain. Each set of images was taken with the same settings on a Zeiss LSM 510 META confocal microscope, and are shown at the same brightness/contrast levels.
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Figure 1.
The suggested radical annihilation mechanism at a graphitic domain of the carbon particle. Two additions of ROG result in the loss of two C–C pi-bonds and the formation of two new C–O sigma bonds and one new C–C pi bond, without any radical species remaining. Only one regioisomer is shown, though many others can form by resonance of the conjugated radical.
Figure 2.
PEG-HCCs protect brain endothelial cells from oxidative stress when administered after an insult. (A) Intracellular ROS levels for b.End3 cells as determined by DHE staining and flow cytometry. The mean fluorescent intensity (MFI) of 10,000 cells/group was normalized to the group not treated with antimycin A (AntA in graphs) or DHE. Phosphate buffered saline (PBS, black bar) or antioxidant treatments (blue, green, and red solid bars) were given after antimycin A. Some antioxidants were administered prior to antimycin A (striped bars). Additional controls are shown in Figure S2. * p-value < 0.05; ** p-value < 0.01; *** p-value < 0.001 compared to bar with arrow. Results are a mean of five separate experiments.

(B) Cell survival relative to control for b.End3 cells given different treatments. The cells were either cultured in the presence of PEG-HCCs, PEG-SOD or PBN alone (solid bars) or the cells were first treated with a dose of antimycin A titrated to kill 30% of the cells followed by treatment with PEG-HCCs, PEG-SOD or PBN (striped bars). Results are a mean of seven separate experiments. Error bars are s.e.m. ANOVA with Bonferroni post test was used to calculate statistics. * p-value < 0.05.
Figure 3.
PEG-HCC treatment rapidly improves CBF in the injured cortex in rats with TBI plus hypotension after a single dose and two sequential doses. Laser Doppler was used to measure CBF given as a percent of the baseline (pre-injury) CBF. Relative CBF below 100 (dashed line) indicate low CBF. Relative CBF after a single drug dose (arrow) administered during the “hospital phase” in the (A) injured cortex (B) peri-lesional cortex, and (C) contralateral cortex; the effect of sequential dosing in a second set of rats treated with drug during the “hospital phase” and again 2 h later (arrows) are shown in (D) injured cortex (E) peri-lesional cortex, and (F) contralateral cortex. Drugs (PEG-HCC or PBS vehicle) were given where indicated. Time 0 min indicates when the TBI was performed. Phase I = TBI
+hypotension; Phase 2 = saline during “ambulatory phase”; Phase 3 = vehicle or PEG-HCC
treatment and blood reinfusion during “hospital phase”. Error bars are S.E.M. Repeated
measures ANOVA with Bonferroni post test was used to calculate statistics. * p-value <0.05
and *** p-value <0.01 for vehicle (red) compared to PEG-HCCs (blue). Note that 100% of
CBF is considered “normal”. Approximately 50% and 150% are considered low and high
cerebral blood flow, respectively.
Figure 4.
Fluorescence after systemic injection of radical-sensitive dyes measured in the brain and vasculature following TBI. DHE levels (proportional to SO and oxidative radicals) in the (A) brain parenchyma (cortex) and (B) blood vessels of sham (no TBI) surgery rats or rats with TBI + hypotension with vehicle or PEG-HCC treatment. The ipsilateral cortex (brain hemisphere with TBI) was normalized to the contralateral cortex. PEG-HCC treatment was able to reduce DHE staining (blue column) compared to vehicle treatment (red column), with a larger magnitude of effect seen in the blood vessels than the brain parenchyma, suggesting that the cerebrovascular is likely the site of major dysfunction in the TBI model. (C) Microscopy of DHE staining (red) in the injured cortex; scale bar = 200 μm showing the...
prominent fluorescence in vascular structures (long thin structures). DAF-2DA levels (indicative of NO levels) are shown in (D) for the brain parenchyma (cortex) and (E) blood vessels of sham surgery rats or rats with TBI + hypotension with vehicle or PEG-HCCs treatment. (F) Microscopy of DAF-2DA staining (green) in the injured cortex. NO-related fluorescence was reduced following TBI and restored to levels comparable to the sham-treated animals. NO is important for vasodilation and increased CBF, therefore, increased DAF-2DA staining with PEG-HCC treatment correlates well with the improved CBF from Figure 3. Both DHE and DAF-2DA fluorescence was normalized in each animal to the contralateral cortex to account for minor differences in dye administration and circulation times. For all data in this Figure, error bars are S.E.M. D'Agostino-Pearson normality test was used on data and no groups had a p-value <0.05. ANOVA with Bonferroni post test was used to calculate statistics. * p-value < 0.05; ** p-value < 0.01; *** p-value < 0.001. N=5-6 animals/group with 10 brain sections analyzed per animal. Scale bar = 200 μm.
### Table 1

**Injury Model**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phase 1 Injury and hemorrhage (50 min)</th>
<th>Phase 2 Prehospital-ambulance (30 min)</th>
<th>Phase 3 Definitive-hospital (30 min)</th>
<th>Phase 4 Test outcome (6 h)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Ventilate (air)</td>
<td>• Ventilate (air)</td>
<td>• Give drug</td>
<td>• 0-6 h Monitor cerebral hemodynamics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Mild TBI</td>
<td>• Initial resuscitation-saline MAP ≥50 mm Hg</td>
<td>• Ventilate with 100% oxygen</td>
<td>• 6 h Determine SO and NO levels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Withdraw blood to MAP 40 mm Hg</td>
<td></td>
<td>• Reinfuse blood</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Saline to MAP ≥60 mm Hg</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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